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Reviewer’s report:

1. P(age) 2, l(ine) 8. Replace [Oak] by [OAk].
4. P 4, l 98. Should [en] by [in] or [and]? 
5. P 5, l 117. Delete [and/].
6. P 6, l 140. Insert [years] after [99].
7. P 6, l 155. Rewrite as [mean(sd) 2.9(4.7)]. Delete the plus and minus signs.
9. P 8, l 217. Delete [In order] and capitalize [To].
12. P 25 ff. Trials likes to publish ALL authors to R(eference)s. This means that R 1, 6, 11, 34 should replace [et al] by the missing authors.
15. P 26, R 29, l 3. Delete [/OARS, Osteoarthritis Research Society] and capitalize [Cartilage].